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James D. Gow 

Radiation Laboratory 
- University of California 
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July 18. 1955 

ABSTRACT 

Following the proposal of Donald Glaser for the uee of superheated 

liquids as radiation sensitive track formins nuclear detectors, bubble chambers 

operating with liquid hydrogen have been made. Three chambers o:f increasing 

size have been operated, the largest being four inches iD diameter. The operating 

principles of these chambers have been investigated. A chamber ten inches in 

diameter h undeit construction and a much larger inatrument io now planned. It 

is believed that the bubble chamber will materially speed the a.ccumulatlon of 

data regarding high energy nuclear reactions. 

' 
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HYDROGEN BUBBLE CHAMBERS FOR NUCLEAR RESEARCH 

James .D. Oow 

Radiation Laboratory 
University 0f Calilornt.a 

Berkeley, California 

July 18, 1955 

INTRODUCTION 

' 

A new instrument, recently invented azul currently under develop• 

ment, gives promise of becoming a very valuable tool for high energy nuclear 

, research. This instrument is termed a bubble chamber. 1 

The instruments of nuclear research can be divided into two function~ 

groups: the accelerators, which provide high energy particleo. and the nuclear 
detectors, uoed to study the interactiono of high energy particleo with mntter. 

Acceleratoro are usually thought of as the important lnotrumento of nuclear 

physics. However, progreos in the field hao been strongly controlled by the 

progress of particle detecting instrumentation. A large body of excellent nu-
.. 

clear research has been done uaing only ingenious detection methodo for the 

study of interactions of cosmic ra}O with nuclei. 

Cosmic rays provide a low intenoity source of subatomic particlel :, 

of almoot limiUeso energy and great variety. The principle advantage in the uoe 

of accelerators is the enormously greater particle flux an accelerator can provide. 

Ao accelerator development provideo increaoed particle energies and mtenolties, 

it is necessary to develop new detection techniqueo that can efficiently use the 

power o£ the accelerators. 

Prior to the invention of the bubble chamber there were three baoic 

techniques of particle detection extensively uoed in high energy nuclear inveotiga.

tiona. The uae of particle countero io one of these. Z Another teclmlque involveo 

an instrument known ao the Wlloon clQud chamber. 3 The third makeo :~'l.:e.. of ope-
4 -

cially compounded photographic emulalono. The counting method hao advantageo 

in the rate at which data can be accumulated. It is difficlllt, however, to cliotln• 

guiah between different radiationo with counters. About all a counter can do io 
' to signal the passage of a particle through ito aenoitive volume. The oecond two 

techniques mentioned do oomething quite different. They record a detailed tra ... · 

jeetory of any particle that paaoes through their senoitive volume. They aloo 

record the trajectories of secondary partlcleo that reoult from nuclear interactiono 

-' 

' . 
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within them. 

The track forming detectors are most useful for finding previously 

unknown kinde of nuclear interactions or for investigating rea.cd.ona where new 

~ particles are created. Once these instruments have shown the ba.alc propertie(S 

of a new nuclear process, counter experiments C&ll be c:leeigned to accumulate . ' 
more detailed data rapidly. The bubble chamber is the newest member of the 

track forming detector family, and has important advautages over older methods. 

DETECTION OF NUCLEAR REACTIONS 
'" . 

The advantageo of the bubble chamber cu perhaps be beat ill~str~f'd 

~.\i.~rexamining a very generaUzed nuclear reaction and considering what information 

regarding a reaction lo needed. Let ua choose a type of reaction that actuallY, 

occurs in high energy experiments. Asowne ~t·a particle x. poeseasing a hish 
energy, suffers a collision with a nucleon Y. A poooible reaction mlght be 

written, 

X + Y + Q ~X' + Y' +' + 0 1
• 

X' might be identified with the primary high energy particle, or migbt aot. Y 

and Y' also may or may not retain the same identity. Z represents a particle 

created i~ the reaction. The term Q repreoents the energy of the incoming par• .. , 
ticle. a• will be different from Q and their difference repreoento the energy re

quired to create the particle z. AU resultant partieleo leave the center of reaction 

with the energy Q' shared among them. 

The most important data needed for interpretation of the reaction are 

the following. 1. The nature and energy of the primary particle~ Thlo may be 

known from the properties of the particle oource, or may have to be meaoured 

separately. Z. The type of particle struck. 3. The maoo aad charge o£ each 

particle leaving the reactlon and their respective energieo. 4. The direction 

in which each particle approaches or leaves the scene of the event.· 5. The 

relative probability of the reaction• a llappening. 

When a nuclear reaction, such as is ohown in Fig 1, lo examined, 

it can be imagined that the determination of these quantitieo ~ not, simple. De· 

termination of the type of particle struck can be eliminated U the detector can 

operate with only one kind. of nucleus preoent. Thlo lo almoo~ poosible in the caoe 
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of the cloud chamber, where the· filling gao may be hydrogen mixed with a oman 

·· amount of condensible vapor. It h quite imposoible in the case of a pbotogra ... 

phic emulsion, which ia a very complieated chemical mixture. 

·• One can learn the charges on the particles by bending them in a 
magnetic field. The paths of particleo with positive and negative chargee curve 

in opposite clirectionq. The particle energies, or more properly their momenta, 

can also be determined in the cloud chamber with the aiel of a magnetic field. 

The radius of curvature of the trajectory of a charged particle moving in a mag ... ' s 
netic field is directly p~~ortional to the particle momentum. The magnetie 

bending technique does not work with emulsion detector e becauoe random .scat.• 

tering, due to the highly charged allver and bromine nuclei, causes random 

curvature larger than that which can be produced with practical magnets. 

In emuPions one can sometimeo have a long enough traek for the 
:'{"' 

particle to come to rest. This total range is a function of particle energy aad 

maso. 6 One can also make use of the scattering, which destroys the poosibility 

of magnetic analyois, 6 to get an approximate value for the momentum of a track 

forming particle. This process is a tediouo one, but emulsion workero prodnce 

magnificent results with it. 

The probability that a given nuclear reaction will occur io controlled 

by many factors. The first is that enough eneray be available to make the reaction .. 
"go." A second factor is how many nuclei the particle passeo near before fa,llbig 
below the threshold energy. U the particle has a very high energy, compare~ 

with the threshold energy of the reaction aougbt, one can say that the probability 

of reaction per unit length of path is proportional to the density of target nuclei.; 

It ia 1tesirable that the nuclear density be large within a tra.ek formins detecto~,,- · · 

in order that the size of the detector remaim reaoonable ··~~~\probabiUr~Y:.' . : ,.;.:· 
1 

·' 

o~ observina interesting reactiona~J$~: .. _ The emulsion detector hao a high deno~,t~y 

of nuclei per unit ~olume. It baa proven impractical to have high densitieo in'"".: · ' · '. · 
cloud chambers. Cloud chambers are gaa·phaae devices, and high densities me&Q 

high pressureo and attendant operational difiicultieo. 

To sum up, the emulsion has high denoity anci gives excellent spa,tlaf ~ ~ 
definition of the tracks of particles, but momentum and energy measurement is ·a 

difficult task. The cloud chamber can also give an excellent opatial display of=. 
-· 

particle trajectories, and can give a olmple momentum rneaourement, but bao 

low density. Counters can have good density,~ but it ia impractical to use eno~gh 
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of them to define the tracks of many particles accurately in apace. Wltb the 

" appearance of new accelerator a in the multibillion electron volt range, 7• 
8 

tbe 

shortcomings of these older detectors bec.me increasingly evident. 

GLASER •s IDEA 

It was against this background that Donald Glaser, of the Univer .. 

aity of Michigan, began a. search for a new method ol particle 4etection. Hie 

hope was to find a detector more nearly matching the power of the new accel• 

erators. His auccesa is evident in that almoot all high eneray phyeice labora

tories are now building deviceo along the line he proposed. 

Glaser presented the detailo of this new detector at the 1953 meeting 

of the American Physical Society, in Washington, D. C. 9• 10 He ahowed the first 

photographs of the tracks of nuclear particles traveraing a superheated liquid. 

In hi a search for a better de~ctor he had noticed that the phenomenon of the 

growth of vapor bubbles in a superheated liquid is similar to that of the formation 

of liquid dropleto in a cloud chamber. These two phenomena are treated. in texta 

by very similar methode. Glaser recognized the possibility that bubble growth 

in a superheated liquid might otart !rom the ions formed along the path of a t'aot 

nuclear particle, and that such bubbleo, if formed, could be photographed to give 

a record o£ a trajectory. One obvious advantage of a liquid detecting medium 

would be.lta high nuclear density at reasonable preoau.r~. Glaser developed a 

·theory, baaed on the balance between surface tension forceo in the liquid and 

the electrostatic forces caused by ions, that predicted ouccesa with certain 

liquids and degrees of superheat. 

He aloo inveotigated the properties of bubble chambers experi

mentally. Ea.rl'y in hlo program he assembled a pyrex chamber 0. 5 inch in 

diameter and 1 inch long. With diethyl ether as a workins fluid, the chamber 

was heated to a temperature of 140° C while presourlzed to·~~ut ZO atmospheres 

to prevent bpiling. By reducing the pressure, the liquid could. be put into a ouper-
··., '• 

heated con4ition. Glaser found that when the pressure wao rel,eaaed, the liquid 
~· 

would remain quiescent for periodo up·to 100 cecondo. He aloo found that the 

superheated liquid would erupt into violent boiling if a oource of nuclear radiation 

was broughtnear. Glaser arranged a counting circuit ouch that any coomic ray 

pausing through the chamber wowd fiaoh a stroboocoplc lamp, which lllwnin&ted 

the chamber. A camera wao provided, and photographo of the tracks of me oono. 
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were recorded. 

The report of thio work cat~oed considerable intereot amotlfJ. the 

phyoiciots present. The imme.diate question aroee whether the effect could be 

produced in liquid hydrogen. Hyc:lrogen occupies a. mdque place ·:Js a target 

material in high energy phyoico, bec::auoe lt containo only the oimpleot nuclei, 

protons. A reaction taking place in a maoo of hydrogen bao the otruck particle 

automatically identified. Further, il more than two pooitively charged particles 

are oboerved to leave an interaction, lt is immediately evident that putic:leo 

have been created.. Thie io not true when one bombards more complex nu.clei. 

HYDROGEN FILLED CHAMBERS 
, .. 

Several members of the ataff of the Univeroity of Ca.lifornla R.adia• 

tion Laboratory heard Donald Glaser• a paper. They returned to Berkeley deter .. 

mined to find out whether hyc:lrogen could be used in the device he propooed. · It 

wao apparent that operation with hyc:lrogen would involve complex probleqts in 

cryogenics. At normal ~anospheric preaoure, hydrosen bollo a.t Z0°K. Its 

critical temperature io 33° K, above which no liquid phase io poooible. U a 

hydrogen filled bubble chamber was to operate at all, t:be operatins temperature 

must lie between these two values. After a short serieo of experimento to ve1'ify 

Glaser's result with ether, the investigation of hydrogen chambero wac begun. 

Before describing the chambers made at the Radiation Laboratory, 

let uo examine the properties of hydrogen at low temperat\tteo. Like all real 

gasses, hydrogen ceaoes to obey the simple relation 

PV = NRT 

at a sufficiently low temperature. Figure Z ie a plot of the preosure-volume 

relationohip observed for a real gas in the region of intereot. Several iootb.erms 

are plotted. Those with temperatures above the critical temperature are W'lim• 

portant to bubble chamber operation. Let uo examine the one marked T << Tk. 

Starting along this curve, to the right of point E, the working oubota.Dc:e will be 

a gas. If we reduce the volume, the preaoure fn 11 increaoe until the curve 
'''· 

intersects the vapor saturation curve at point E. If we continue compreoaion, ·;· .. · 

generally we will find that the presoure now remains conotant. The PV J'ela~on 
.•. t, 

follows the line ECA, interaecting the liquid oaturaUon curve at point A. • 'The 

region of constant presoure io one in which two phaoeo, liquid ud gas, are in 
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otable equUibrium. A change in volwne merely changes the relative proportlon 
-~· j. • ') 

of these tvio componento. Compression beyond. point A willreoult in a rapid_,1l;,.r .· ,· ., 
' . : 

rise in pressure, since to the left of point A only liquid can exist. 

If a pure gas ia compreooed. in a clean and smooth walled veosel, 

one frequenUy finds that the PV relationship will not follow along EC.A,. The 

preoaure may inotead rioe to point D. Under thio condition the material remabts · ··' 

gaseous even though inoide the vapor a~turation region. If some dioturbance 

occurs, part of the gas may ouddenly condenoe to liquid. Similarly, if we ~.tart 

with a mass of liquid to the left of point A. and lower the presoure, it may tr.ace 

out the curve AB. If expansion ia stopped at B, the liquid io in an unotable 

condition. A small disturbance can reoult in boiling, which restores the vapor 

liquid equilibrium normally existing along the line ACE. It iD thio latter procecus 

which provides the unotable condition neceoeary for bbbble chamber operation •. 

Using Glaser's theory and experimental data on tbe~~ertieo of 

hydrogen at low temperatures, it wao predicted that satisfactory operating con~

tiona might be: a liquid temperature between ZS and Z9°K, with a correapondinJ 

vapor pressure of 3. Z to 6. 6 atmospheres. In the compreosed phaoe, a preaoure 

above the oaturation vapor pressure would be applied. The chambero coulci be 

convenlenUy expanded to a preaoure of one atmouphe:r.e ancl thio was chosen for 

the reduced pressure. 

.,\ 
' ' 

The problem of bubble growth in a ouperhea.tecl liquld had received 
11 lZ ... 

theoretical attention prior to the invention of the bubble chamber. • . u a oman 
bubble appears in a ouperheated medium it may either grow or collapoe. lt~;~ fate 

will be determined by the forceo acting on it. The static preooW"e and the. ourface ~~ 

tension of the liquid tend to collapoe the bubble. The preooure of vapor inoide the 

bubble tends to expand it. It can be ehown that the preso.ure due to aur£ace tenolon 

is given by 

where a is the surface tenolon constant of the liquid and r is the raciiuo of the 

bubble. Owing to the 1/r relation, a bubble cannot grow from a very omall 

radiuo in the aboence of other forceo. Glaoer demonotratecl that the preoence 

of electrostatic charge within a bubble will aloo contribute a force. He proved ·. 
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that the presence of a single electric charge within will lead to collapoe, and 

also that if more than one charge io contained, the electrostatic force tendo to 

cause the bubble to grow. • 
~ . 

·~ Once a bubble hao reached a certain oh;e, U continues to .grow. 

The rate of growth io then determined by the oupply of heat of vapod&at$.~ to the 

liquid•gas interface. 12 Thio ha.o been bwestigated in other couecti.ono.''· ,The 

results predict that the radiuo will increaoe according to 

r = kt 1/l, 

where lt depends on propertieo of the liquid. The term t io the ~e e.fter 

reaching a radiu.s where surface tenoion ia no longer an important futor. For ··. 

hydrogen at zaOx and one atmosphere, we have found that thlo relation becomeo 

r = 0. Z t l/Z, 

with t meaoured in mUUiieconda and r meaoured in mUUmetero. 
' 

CONSTRUCTION OF HYDROGEN CHAMBERS 

The first hydrogen filled bubble chamber to operate at the Univer

oity of California wao' conotru.c:ted by John Wood. 13 Thlo chamber waD m.n.de 

entirely of glaoo. Its temperature wao controlled by ourrounding it with a bath 

of liquid hydrogen, the bath being presourized to 6. 5 atmoophereo. Thio bath 

then boiled at a. temperature of 1.9. 3°K. Hydrogen wao introduced inolclo the 

chamber Wlder oufilcient preooure to produce Uquefacti<m. A valve that coulcl.- . 

suddenly lower the chamber preoaure wao provided. When the preooure wa.o•t'. 

releaoed there wao appreciable delay before boiling besan. A ctrobooeopic 

light was arranged to flaeh ohortly aiteJ' depreoourioing the liquid. aacl.photo• 

grapho ohowed that tracko of nuclear particleo could be produced. It wao found· 

that the time during which the chamber could be kept ouperheated wao about ODe 

oecond in the absence of nuclear radiation. It wn.o aloo fouad that the ch&mbel' 

0 Tllere 1o at present oome dispute regarding the electrootatic theory of bubble 

growth. It hao been nrgued that local heatins aloaa a particle trajectory could 

reoult in omall regiono of the liquid being far above the critical temperature. 

In that event, argumento baaed on the propertloo of ouperheated llquldo would 

be inapplicable. 

..... 

-' 
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walla had to be very smooth or boiling would otart on rough placec imxnediately 

~ter pressure release. 

Since a chamber of interest for physico research had to be large, 

· it was necessary that the all glaco construction be abandoned. The proble~ of 
maintaining amoothneoo wao ignored, and a chamber wao conotructed from a 

metal cylincier uoing glass ends for viewing. Tbit.J chamber was z. 5 incheo .in 

ciiameter. It was conotructeci by Peter Schwemla and Douglao Pazmeatier. 14 · 

The same method of temperat11re control wao uoed for this chamber e.o~ for the 

all glass chamber. It wao indeed found that boiling occurJ'C!Cl at the metal•glaeo 

joint upon expanolon. However, the important discovery wao made that this 

boiling increaoed the preeoure relatively alowly. The bulk of the liquid would 

remain radiation sensitive for a time of at leaot ZO millloec:ondo. ,, 

The ac:celeratoro to be uoecl with these chamber a are puloecl ma• · 
7 8 . . 

chines; ' their output can be delivered into a time span o! a few millioeconda 

repeated every few oeconds. There io adequat~ time ¢~photograph tracko before. 

metal•glaao chambers looe oenoitlvlty. With thio information it became clear 

that hydrogen bubble chambers could be made in any deolred eize. 

THE FOUR-INCH CHAMBER. 

A four-inch chamber, 14 two incheo in depth wao begun immediately. 

This chamber was intended tor nuclear reoeazch aad iavolved aeveral d.epartureo. 

from previous technique. The four-inch chamber conotruction io illuotrated 

schematically in Fig • ._3. The apparatu.o lo contained in a veaoel that lo evacuated 
• 

to provide thermallnoulation. A hollow cylindrical ohleld, ouopended in the 

vacuum, contains liquid nitrogen. This oerves as a thermal radiation ohield 

for a flaok of liquid hydrogen, which io suepended from the vacuum tank top, 

concentric with the nitrogen ~hield. The hydrogen fiaok contains liquid hydrogea 

boiling at Z0° K. The bottom of the flaolt io in thermal contact with the bubble 

chamber. Thermal contact ia provided by a bras a mem~er which c:ontaino a 

small electric heater. The dimenoiono of the braoo piece are chooen co that it 

will provide the desired thermal conductivity between the chamber and the llaok. 

By proper choice of conductivity, the bubble chamber temperature io maintained 

in the neighborhood of 27°K. The braso cond.ucte enough heat to balance therm$.1 

radiation and certain other heat aourceo which act on the chamber during opera~on. 

Since it io impooaible to maintain constant heat input to the chamber, the heat leak 

'/ 
.( 
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\. is made slightly too conductive. The chamber temperature is trimmed to final· 

operating value by adjusting the power supplied to the beater. 

The vacuum sy.stem is provided with glass winclowa to permit 
• photography, and with thin aluminum windows to permit entry of particles to 

be studJ.ed. 

An expansion line of stainleoo ateel tubing connects the interior of 

the chamber with the expansion system. This latter mechanism ia .~ocated outside 

the insulating vacuum and operates at room tempera.tureh· Several expansion 
\.,JI . 

systems were tried in the course of development. The present one consiota of a 

fast opening solenoid valve connected between the expancion line ancl a cylinder · 

and piSton. Just prior to expansion, the solenoid valve is clocaed aacl the cha.Qlber 

pressure is 6 atmospheres. The piston ls retracted to create a partial vac\l!ilm .. 

in the cylinder. To sensitize the chamber, the valve is opened and gas ir'"' tb;e 

expansion line enters the cylin(.{er. Opening of the valve lowero the chamber·. · 

pressure in a time of 5 millisecondo. The chamber is found to .remain radiation 

senaitive for SO milliseconds. After this, the pioton io driven ·~~~~~ard to r~
comprese the hydrogen. The solenoid valve automatically closes at the peak- . 

of the compression stroke, completing the cycle. 

The expansion line is filled with a oeries of tufts of capper woo1~1 · 
15 . . ' 

This material is called a beat regenerator. It is the function of tblo material 
' 

·,,,._I 
' .. 

to maintain a constant thermal gradient along the expansion llne. It doe a thi~ , ... 

by taking up heat as room temperature gas io diaplaced from the cylinder in!!,.~:~ 
.• 'f\ • 

the expansion line, later releasing this heat to tlae gas on the exparudoD part of 

the cycle. U the regenerator were absent, cold gas would enter the cylinder 

during each exp~ion. This gae would be warmed by the walls of ~e cylinde~. 

and upon recompression would carry a large amount of heat to the chamber. ~ ~ 

Even with a regenerator, considerable heating of the hydrosen 

occurs on each cycle of operation. The diagram of ,.,ig. 4 illustrates the p~e.ssure 
volume cycle. Initially, the presoure io at P 1 and the volume at V 1• Upon opening 

the expansion valve, the volume increases to v 2 and the pressure clrops to p z•. 
With a rate controlled by the bubble growth law, the pressure rises to P 3 a.t 

constant volume. P 3 is the saturated vapor pressure for hydrogen at the chamber 

temperature. As the system is recompreuoed the pressure and volume return to 

the original conditiona. The area enclosed on this diagram represents work done 
it•' i •' ~'f'. 

on the oystem by the expansion mechanism. The exact path oCa chamber cycle 
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on the PV. diagram io partially indeterminate. One can aosume a triangular 

trace as shown and calculate the minimum pooaible heat input. In practice 

such a calculation is found to give a reliable anower. 

For the four -inch chamber the expansion volume is equal to the 

chamber volume. The effective volume of the expanaion line is 10% of the 

chamber volume. The initial pressure io 6-atmosphereo and the final preseure 

is 1-atmoaphere. The saturation vapor pressure (P 3) is typically S. 5-atmos• 

pheres. From these values the P-V work amounts to ZO Joules per puloe. If 

a cyclic rate of IZ operations per minute io uoed, 4 watts will be delivered to 

the chamber. This heat must be removed by evaporating hydrogen from ~e 

flask. 

Two means could be used to reduce thio heat input. One woUld be 

to expand and repressurize quickly, before the presoure could rise owing to 

boiling.within the ch~~er. The rate of rise of preosure from Pz to P 1 is an 

inverf:te function of the aice of the chamber. For the 4.;inch chamber, the time 

constant associated with this prea11ure rise is 0. 1 second. With larser'~~b~, 

the self-repressurizing time will be longer, and it may be possible to follow the 

dotted curve of Fig. <i on the compreoslon cycle. Thio would materially reduce 

the heat inpllt. · 

Another and better method would be to eliminate altogether the 

vapor part of the expansion system. The reason that the volllme of the eX}Janaion 

cylinder must be so large is tha·t the gaa in the expansion line io warmed from an 

average temperature of 160°K "P to 300°K in passing into the C'ylinder. 1n addi• 

tion, the pressure falls by a factor of six. Therefore, the volume change in the 

ayetem needs to be about ten times the expansion-line volume for proper expanoion. 

The compressibility of liquid hydrogen over this preasure range is quite small. 

Most of the volume change is associated with gaa expanaion. If a cold pioton were 

to act!directly on the chamber liquid, the change of system volume required for 

the desired change in pressure would be only that due to the compreeoibility of 

the liquid; about three percent. This would draotically reduce the area owept 

out on the PV diagram. 

It ia'not practical to re'!uce the expansion line volume in a vapor 

-~~tUtetcm system su(ficiently to gain much. Because-of the finite compresslbility 

of the liquid hydrogen, some apace must be allowed for liquid to rise ln the tube. 
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It io alao necesoary to provide ·oufficient space to al"*'~msonerator to be in

otalled, and to have a large line ao that the chamber preaoure can be reduced 

quickly. 

Photo,raphy and nluminatio~ 

When bub'bloe torm alons the back of a particle, they are very 

ohort•lived and muot be photographed to provide a. permanent record of the 

event. The problem of aucceoaful hydrogen bubble photography is oomewhat 

different from that encountered in the photography of cloud chamber dropleie. 

The dlUerence in index of refraction between the tri'ibble and the aurrouding · 
,._\'!-

liquid io leoo than 0. 09. Aloo the object to be photographed. has a lower index. 

of refraction than the medium aurroWldlng lt. A theoretical and experimental:. 

determination of the diotdbutlon of au:atteredtllght from a bubble in Uqui~}l'ydro-: 

gen showed the oc:attering to be predominantly forward, i.e., in the df.rec'ti~ of 
the original light. An approximate distribution of the ocattering is shown in 

Fig. 5. Very little light io ocattered through angleo larger than ~0 from the 

original direction. Ira order that ouch objecto may be beet photographed, lisht
must be paooed through the liquid in ouch a way that lt ~oeo not strike the camera · 

lens. The direction is c:hoaen eo that rayo refracted by small angles do enter the 

camera lena. producing a photographic imase. The method o£ illumination' is 

shown in Fig. 6. Since for a.cc'lrate analycsis it io neceooary to reccmotruct the 

direction of a track in apace, atereo photoaraphy io used. 

Wind~o 

One of the moat c.iiftlcwt problema. encountered 1n the design of -

hydrogen b\lbble chambers is the cleoip of a ouitable window oeal. Since it is 

necessary that the c:haxnber operate in vacuum, permiosible leak rates a~e ex

ceedingly small. The large difference in thermal expansion between trnnopare~~ 
materialo and metals complicates the problem. There are no known materialo 

that retain oufficlent flexibility at Z0° K to permit a flexible gaoket d.e&ign. At 

present, the window seal useo lead gaslteto with heavy opring loading to com ... 

penoate for differential exiJanaion and flow of the lead. Other approaches to thlo 

problem are under development. One that appear o premising is a eolde~ seal 
' between a flexible metal aection and the glaoo. 

I·. 

....... 

I I 
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Bending Magneto 

The scattering of nuclear particles by hydrogen nuclei io a very 

omall efiec::t. Conoequently, magnetic momentum and charse analysio io 

'• poooible. The four-inch chamber has been equipped with Helmholtz coUo . 

which produce a puloed magnetic field. of 15,000 gauoo throughout the chamber 

volume. By meane o£ this field, the curvature of partic::leo with energieo a.o 
lArge as ten billion electron volts can be meaoured. · Tbe use of a pulsed mag• 

net complicateo the chamber deoign somewhat becauoe of the eddy curent 

heating which io produced in the chamber walls. It wao found nece.aaary to 
make the chamber of thin staiDleso steel and to split the window flangeo to 

\ 

reduce this source of heat • 
.. , 

Operation 

Figureo 7 and 8 show the 4-inc:h chamber aa completed., ~;.j.~Jt7";~ 

photographo have been made of interesting nuclear evento. Experiments have 

been performed using both the 300-Mev oynch.rotron and the 6-Bev Bevatron Ao 

particle oourceo. A typical interesting event ie shown in Fig. 9. This has ·been 

tentatively identified ae pion pair prodllc:tion through the reaction. 

• . ... .. + 
< 1r + p~ 11' +, p + , + 1r 

FUTURE Pl..ANS 

Early in 1955 plano were besun for two larger chambero. The 

deoisn of the first of these is very similar to the four·""~h chamber deoign, but 
·~-;.<' 

it io to be 10 inches in diameter. Some modification 9£ "the four ... inch arrange• 

ment of refrigerating dewaro and illuminntion oystem wao made to permit the 

new chamber to fit into an existins magnet. The ten•lllch chamber is intended 

to oerve two functions. First. it io to be a useful toa\ for nuc~ research, and 
'1:· 

complete equipment1-lor pJ"ecision track analysio ia being provided. Second, it. 

will serve as an engineering tool and check point along the way to a chamber 

optimized for reoearch at the enersy of the Bevatron, 6 Bev. The ten•inch 
' chamber is nearly complete ao of thio writing and will be plac::eci in operation 

this Fall. 

In choosing the dimenoiona of an optimum chamber for high energy 

research, 16 one must balance the desire to make it as large as poeolble against 
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eaoe of operation. By considering the dynamics of some known reactiono, some, 

broad guides as to the beat oize can be obtained. One of the moot intereoting 

kinds of events that is observed in very high energy proceoseo io the dioappearance . · 

and reappearance of cllarged particleo. This can happen 1n reactiono where the in

coming charged particle interacts with one of opposite charge. In eu.ch a reaction. '' 

the reaction products may be electrically neutral and leave no tracko. It 'happens 

that some .of· these reaction products have very short Ufetimeo, and decay into 

pairo of charged particles. U the apparatus is large enough, this decay may 

occur within the detector·. .Becauae the pair of decay produ.cto are charged they 

will produce tracks. A typical reac.tlon of thitJ sort is 

0 + .. 
6 --911' + 1F 

The dynamics of this reaction ue ill1.1atrated by Fig. 10. The ellipses shown in 

Fig. 9 are contours one Wlcharsec:l particle mean life away from the point of 

reaction. Relativioitic effects cauoe a particle emitted in along the direction of 

the primary particle to travel further before decay. 

Through consideration of this a:nd similar reactiono, the dimensions 

of a "best'.' chamber have been cbo~en. It wlll~ha"e:~ length of 7Z incheo, a width 

of ZO inches and a depth of 15 incheo. It will contain 350 litera of Uquid hydrogen. 

A large magnet will be provided for momentum analysis. Wlth ouch a chamber 

there will be sufficient track length to permit observation of exceedingly rat".e. 

events. It lo estimated that a day of operation in conjFction with the Bevatron 

can yield a.a many ~.s 10,000 interesting events. 
' 16 This power produceD a severe d.ata•analyaio problem. A man 

working with a desk calculator couldp~tt'ly.mn~lyzelt,to~ more than about 10 

events per day. To eliminate this bottleneck, a program for traneferrlng ·tN.c~ 

coordinates into punched card data 1)'l)prage is ·being developed •. For each. inter• 

esting event, a set of carets will be prepared lor an automatic computer. The 

computer will then make a calculation of the momenta of the partlcleo, and from 

certain other information it can also make va.rio\.ls trl- ldenUfications of the · 
;!. ...... : 

particles. If the computer ia suitably programmed, corrections for nonuniform 

magnetic field and optical distortions can aloo be made. 
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CAPTIONS 

Fig. 1. A nuclear reaction in hydrogen. A six prong star can be oeen near the 

top of the picture. Photo made by Dr. Wilson Powell'a .cloud chamber group 

at UCRL. 

Fig. z. A Pressure-volume plot of ioothermal curves for a real gae. 

Fig. 3. A schematic diagram of the phyaical arrangment of. four-inch hych,-ogen 

bubble chamber. 

Fig. 4. Pressure volume relationship during a cycle of chamber operation. 

Fig. 5. Diotribution of light scattered from a bubble in liquid hydrogen. The 

graph h illustrative, ·Dot a plot of measured values. 

Fig. 6. Dark field illumination scheme used for photography .of ev.ente in 

four-inch chamber. ~ 

Fig. 7. Four-inch liquid hydrogen bubble chamber removed from vacuum 
~ ~ . . 

v~~ssel. The liquid nitrogen shield, the top of the hydrogen fiaok, the 

chamber and one magnetic field coil can be seen. 

Fig. 8. The four-inch chamber is shown ready for operation near an accelerator1~ 
\\., 1;..· 

Fig. 9. Stereoscopic views of pooeible w-meson pair production~n four.:.inch chamber. 

Fig. 10. :o'e-cay;:Contours for (J
0 and >..0 for w- + P--jl-6° + >..0 from 2 to 6 Bev. 
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